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Celebrating Independence with Technological Revolution

It’s your time to invest !
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August is the month of independence, patriotism with a promise to create an
economically Superior Pakistan which identifies its true spirit, tradition, culture and
identity.
Chaudhry Muhammad Akram Center for Entrepreneurship Development with its
passionate pursuits is all set to raise the benchmark. Technopreneurship, a subject
first time ever introduced in Pakistan by Superior University under auspices of
CMACED. In just six months 48 new projects opened to investments are ready to
be showcased in STE 2016.
CMACED presence in this expo is a continuation of its vision under the leadership
of Dr Sumaira Rehman who believes that change from within transforms new
realities. This ‘Self-discovery’ is directly proportional to a strong tomorrow which
will equip our future with the right recipe of success i.e. “self-esteem”. Today is
our time to change IT and coming together is beginning, staying together is
progress and working together is success. So, on this independence day let’s
promise ourselves to remain united and develop leaders who can create
economically Superior Pakistan.
May this initiative become a catalyst in finding more technopreneurs for a Superior
Pakistan.
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Superior Technopreneurial Expo 2016
Objectives
•
•
•
•
•

To enhance the entrepreneurial mind sets among
students
To develop managerial skills and professionalism
To showcase the students’ projects for evaluation
purpose
To attract the potential investors
To trigger the possibilities of clientele attraction for
students’ projects
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CMACED
Ch. Muhammad Akram (Late)
Founding Chairman The Superior Group

In 2016, the CMACED research wing came up with a unique subject
“Technopreneurship”. It was observed that IT industry is inundated with the
specified skills and abilities and a minimum capital is required to transform
their dreams of economic independence into reality. CMACED is already a
torchbearer in developing new entrepreneurs and grooming individuals for a
Superior tomorrow. CMACED has proudly conducted the following grand
events of high value:
• Entrepreneurial Gala
• Technopreneurial fiesta for IT graduates
• Research funding facilitates for groundbreaking research

• Regular forums with distinguished business tycoons, Brand
yourself to inspire and customer care to ensure
learning-by-doing
• Strong industry linkages with the public sector and
multinationals.
Our international partners applauded this creative leap
mentioning that this subject would be a part of every curriculum
in the years to come. Being the pioneer of teaching
Technopreneurship in Pakistan, we have set a standard that
other universities will follow suit. We are an emotionally intelligent
institute and we believe in touching the brains and hearts of the
students through our commitment, passion and dedication. Our
every endeavour is towards creating a Superior Pakistan where
the giver is far better than the receiver. May ALLAH give us the
courage to strengthen the human capital of Pakistan.

Message

Dr. Sumaira Rehman

Pro-Rector Superior University

Aiming to ‘facilitate Superior human beings’, we have initiated a learning environment focused on
sense of purpose, teamwork, excellence, creativity & innovation and reward for performance.
These values reflect the mindset which enables our students to lead for a Superior future of
Pakistan.
The Superior Group is the fastest growing institute with its continuous endeavors filled with
creativity & innovation and emotional intelligence. There is no denying the fact that self reliance
and entrepreneurship is the key to progress in 21st century for which emotional intelligence is the
pre-requisite.
Chaudhry Muhammad Akram Center for Entrepreneurship Development (CMACED) under the
umbrella of Superior University has a dedication for raising entrepreneurs and promoting
leadership. To strengthen entrepreneurial mindset in the field of IT, CMACED has introduced a
unique subject “Technopreneurship” at the Department of Computer Science & Information Technology.
Within the six months of Technopreneurship studies, we have successfully enabled our students to think differently, recognize opportunities, turn
opportunities into successful projects, value learning by doing, bring creativity and innovation in practice and finally help in developing
economically Superior Pakistan.
Our vision of developing entrepreneurial mindset and transforming opportunities into workable solutions has now turned into reality in form of
Superior Technopreneurial Expo 2016.
The 48 IT Business projects presented by 240 students of CS & IT give a glaring proof of the fact that we encourage our students’ creativity and
critical thinking. These business plans are evaluated and highly appreciated by the IT tycoons of Pakistan.
I am amazed at the level of competence and creativity demonstrated by our young future entrepreneurs. I want to congratulate the entire team of
Technopreneurship for the effort and dedication that has brought you to this day. I am really proud of you and your achievements and welcome
you to the new world of opportunities where you can truly make a difference to make Paksitan an economically Superior Paksitan.

Bravo Future Technopreneurs!
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Message

Prof. Dr. Abdul Aziz
Dean CS & IT

You must fall in love with what you do, because being an entrepreneur is a lot of hard work, and
overcoming a lot of adversity. From that love will come the dedication that will get you out of bed at
4 a.m. because of a great idea you just had and get you to work till 11 p.m. and not feel tired.
Success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is the key to success. If you love what you are doing,
you will be successful.
The price of success is hard work, dedication to the job at hand, and the determination that whether
we win or lose, we have applied the best of ourselves to the task at hand.
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Prof. Dr. Ch. Abdul Rehman
Chairman-The Superior Group

Prof. Dr Chaudhry Abdul Rehman is currently serving as the Chairman The Superior Group & Nai
Baat Media Network.
Prof. Dr Chaudhry Abdul Rehman is a PhD in Human Resource Management from Middlesex
University UK. He is the professor of Human Resource Management with an honor to be the first
Pakistani appointed as the conjoint fellow member in the Faculty of Business and Law at University
of New Castle, Australia.
His Outstanding leadership as a teacher, mentor, counselor, trainer, consultant and adviser has
elevated ‘Superior University, A Govt. Chartered Institute’ to the highest ‘W4 Category’ awarded by
the Higher Education of Pakistan.
With a deep interest and expertise in research and development, Prof. Dr Chaudhry Abdul Rehman
has conducted cutting edge research. He has a number of national and international research
publications on his credit.
Training & Development is another area where he has proved his mettle. Some of his magnificent
professional accomplishments include: serving Superior University since year 2004 and Superior
Group of Colleges for last 16 years, founded Azra Naheed Medical College, and Nai Baat Media
Network in year 2010.
Prof. Dr. Ch. Abdul Rehman has served as the member of governing body and Chairman of Quality
and Productivity Society of Pakistan (QPSP), currently on the advisory board of QPSP. His passion
list however always tops teaching with his present focus on teaching Business Research Method to
PhD students and providing PhD supervision in Superior University Lahore.
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Dr. Sumaira Rehman
Pro-Rector Superior University

Dr. Sumaira Rehman is serving as the Pro-Rector Superior University, Dean Business School & Director
Chaudhry Muhammad Akram Center for Entrepreneurship Development (CMACED). Her research interest
includes work life choices and women entrepreneurship in Pakistan.
She has couple of international research publications. She has been awarded the Best Research Paper
Award’ at an international conference held in USA organised by the International Council for Small Business
(ICSB). Currently, She is teaching entrepreneurship at Superior University with the vision to develop
entrepreneurial mindset among Pakistani youth that may lead to economically Superior Pakistan.

Muhammad Azam | Program Leader
Faculty of Computer Science & Information Technology
Mr. M Azam Chaudhary has a vast teaching experience spanning over 19 years while serving the educational
institutes of high repute. He taught Mathematics & Computer Science courses for all levels from Intermediate to
MPhil. Known for a student-friendly unique teaching style and a complete grip on his subject, he is very popular
among the students. Mr. Azam has contributed well to academic research through writing research papers,
publishing them in international research journals and participating in research conferences. His research area is
‘Artificial Intelligence and Algorithms’.

Rizwan Ali | Managing Director

Superior Connections
Rizwan Ali possesses extra ordinary vibrant management career with strong leadership, problem solving,
planning, team building and project management skills.
Rizwan Ali started his professional career in 2002 in the field of Network management, Security and Operations.
Implementing new technologies to upgrade the IT infrastructure according to the need of time, his continuous
and consistent hard work quickly directed him secure a respectable position within software development
industry.
Rizwan Ali is currently working as the Managing Director at Superior Connections. He has the credit of initializing
a nationwide services network to provide a one window solution for any kind of IT Business setup.

Hammad Ahmad | Assistant Professor
Faculty of Business & Management Sciences
A diligently focused mentor who believes in getting the work done. His valued participation in Research
projects and initiation of international conference on management research has made him the top choice of
management to mentor the future leaders with superior guidelines. He believes in the philosophy of Steve
Jobs “we are here to put a dent in the universe otherwise why else even be here”.

Hafiz Shahzad | Assistant Professor

Faculty of Computer Science & Information Technology

unique IT business ventures.

He is an ambitious person having a mature and responsible approach to every task that he undertakes and
every situation at hand. Having done MS in Computer Science from COMSATS institute of Information
Technology Lahore, his MS research is on Agile methodologies.
Mr. Shahzad has been teaching the students of Bachelors and Masters at Superior University for 7 years now.
To the students of ‘Technopreneurship’ Mr. Shahzad has guided IT students to develop, launch and start their
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Muhammad Haris | Assistant Professor
Faculty of Management Sciences

A passionate mentor who wants to show the world “nothing is impossible”. With this mind-set, he has
groomed the students and the outcome is beyond expectations. The word “No” is not in his dictionary
because he is a true solution provider. “Man gets whatever he strives for” is his inspiration.

Rehan Ahmed | Assistant Professor

Faculty of Computer Science & Information Technology
Mr. Rehan Ahmad is a PhD Scholar in Computer Science. His research area is “Software Defined Networks”.
He did MS Computer Science from The University of Lahore with distinction. He is versed with vast
experience of teaching and work in industry as Software Engineer, Business Analyst, Consultant and Project
Manager in different software houses. Mr. Rehan has more than 9 years of teaching experience including
reputable public and private educational institutes.

Khurram Jilani | Lecturer

Faculty of Computer Science & Information Technology

Mr. Khurram Jilani has MS degree in Computer Engineering from “Mid Sweden University”. He has ten years of
work experience with national and international firms in capacity of floor manager, project manager, project
coordinator, lecturer and consultant for national and various international projects.
He is serving the department of Computer Science & Information Technology, Superior University since October
2015 as lecturer. He is Module leader for core elective subjects including Artificial Intelligence, Human computer
interaction and professional practices. His field of interest and research is automation and robotics. He has successfully laid foundation of automation and robotics for the students of CS & IT in Superior University.

Shabnam Khan | Assistant Professor
Faculty of Business & Management Sciences

A research focused faculty member of the Faculty of Business & Management Sciences Superior University who
finds logic in every solution. She is deeply attracted to research endeavours that creates a niche of its own. Her
teaching style is admired and her research analyses and evaluations are a hallmark for the students who always
look up to her for innovation. Facilitation through research is what makes a project worth mentioning whatever
the situation is her research is the only solution.

Samra Irshad | Lecturer

Faculty of Computer Science & Information Technology
Ms Samra Irshad has done BS in Computer Engineering from COMSATS, Lahore in 2012 and completed her
Masters from NUST, Islamabad in 2015. She served in HITEC University, Taxila for a few months in 2014.
During her Masters, she remained affiliated with BIOMISA, which is the largest research group in field of
Medical Imaging in Pakistan. She has also collaboration with AFIO and authored several research articles
including a book chapter. Her research interests focus on Medical Image Processing and Computer Vision.

Zain Ul Abideen Khan | Lecturer
Faculty of Computer Science & Information Technology
Mr Zain Ul Abideen has been found an upbeat, self-motivated team player with excellent technical skills. He
has been working at Superior University for the past several years. His experience includes Computer and
Data Network Administration and teaching the subjects relevant to Networking, data security & Programming.
He has been supervising multiple projects of BS & MS level.
Mr Zain Ul Abideen has a track record of trustworthy team contribution from departmental projects to sports
competitions & research endeavours. His area of research is network security.
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Ahmad Bilal | Lecturer

Faculty of Business & Management Sciences
People at Superior take him as a catalyst who is committed to bring a positive change among his students and
tilt them towards self-reliance. His words cast a spell on students and they crazily follow him. His actions speak
louder than his words. Marketing expertise is his forte and he is skilful in creating strategies for the relevant
industry. His candid remarks and humorous thoughts are a motivation for students.

Rabia Aziz Hashmi | Lecturer

Faculty of Computer Science & Information Technology
Ms Rabia Aziz is a dedicated, ambitious and goal-driven teacher with two years of progressive experience
across the subject area of business and finance in University settings. Having qualified MPhil in Finance, she
is committed to planning hands-on, creative learning experiences for students with diverse needs. Ms Rabia
has contributed a great deal in the proposed business ideas at Superior Technopreneurial Expo to help youths
exhibit their creativity & innovation

Waheed Ur Rehman | Lecturer
Faculty of Computer Science & Information Technology
Mr Zain Ul Abideen has been found an upbeat, self-motivated team player with excellent technical skills. He
has been working at Superior University for the past several years. His experience includes Computer and
Data Network administration and teaching the subjects relevant to Networking, data security & Programming.
He has been supervising multiple projects of BS & MS Level.
Mr Zain Ul Abideen has a track record of trustworthy team contribution from departmental projects to sports
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